As policymakers seek to better address the student mental health crisis, an uptick in school violence, and declines in math and reading scores, there is a search for evidence-based answers that allow local schools and districts to adapt proven approaches to their specific community contexts.

In response, at least 26 states are at some stage of policymaking to advance integrated student support. Integrated student support is an evidence-based approach for schools to provide student support by intentionally and systematically leveraging and coordinating the resources and relationships available in the school and in the surrounding community to address the comprehensive strengths and needs of each and every student in order to help promote healthy child development and learning\(^1\).

The National Guidelines for Integrated Student Support illuminate how policymakers can better support the implementation of approaches demonstrated to benefit students, teachers, schools, and taxpayers. Effective approaches to integrated student support are associated with:

- Increased attendance and reduced dropout rates\(^2\).
- Improved academic achievement\(^3\).
- Increased teacher retention and satisfaction\(^4\).
- Improved cost-efficiency by using school and community resources more effectively in support of student wellbeing and readiness to learn\(^5\).

---


States are advancing on three policy trajectories: advancing frameworks and best practices, incentivizing implementation of evidence-based models, or a hybrid approach which combines the two.

**Select States are promoting frameworks and best practices**

States on the initial vanguard of integrated student support, from 2015-2018, primarily opted to advance best practices through legislation, frameworks, protocols, and professional development. For example, in 2016 the **Washington** State Legislature directed the education department to develop the Washington Integrated Student Supports Protocol within the state’s Multi-Tiered Systems of Supports Framework.

**Select states are promoting evidence-based models**

Policymaking shifted as recognition of the complexity of student needs grew, particularly with the pandemic, while evidence accumulated for specific models of integrated student support. Although states apply different standards when selecting “evidence-based” approaches, policymakers recognize that there are effective ways to integrate school- and community-based resources for students. For example:

- **California** committed $4 billion over seven years to the California Community Schools Partnership Program to establish new, or expand existing, community schools. Community schools include integrated student support.

- **Indiana** is using a combination of state and federal funds to establish City Connects at Marian University in Indianapolis to provide technical assistance to local schools and districts. The Boston College Center for Thriving Children, which houses City Connects, is partnered with Marian University to build local capacity to support the implementation of City Connects statewide.
Minnesota dedicated $5 million to allow 18 geographically distributed schools to implement the Building Assets Reducing Risks (BARR) program over three years.

Ohio has invested more than $1.1 billion in Student Wellness and Success (FY20-23) and named City Connects and Communities In Schools as allowable uses of funds. The Ohio Department of Education also created an Office of Integrated Student Support within the agency.

Texas allocated funds in FY21-23 from both general revenue and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) for Communities In Schools.

West Virginia committed $4.9 million in FY23 for Communities In Schools and continued this funding in FY24.

Some states are taking a hybrid approach

A few states are both promoting best practices and catalyzing implementation of evidence-based approaches to integrated student support in local schools and districts. In Massachusetts, for example, integrated student support best practices are reflected in the state’s Safe and Supportive Schools Framework and the education department sponsors a school and district learning academy tied to the National Guidelines for Integrated Student Support. At the same time, state education formula funding and grants are available to support comprehensive approaches to student support. More than 90 Massachusetts schools implement City Connects, and at least 8 implement BARR, both of which are evidence-based models of integrated student support.

Conclusion

As federal stimulus funds recede and many states’ revenues tighten, integrated student support can help policymakers and practitioners to more effectively and efficiently use existing investments in education, youth development, social services, and health and mental health to promote healthy child development and learning.

For more information about integrated student support policies, go here.

For guidance drafting research-informed legislation and frameworks, go here.
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